**SAN DIEGO FERTILITY CENTER**  
LOCATION  
Oceanside, California  
SERIES  
9½’ G2 Nonthermal Slide & Stack Glass Wall Systems  
GLAZING  
1¼” Clear Monolithic Tempered  
FINISH  
Class I Clear Anodized  
GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE  
350 sq. ft  
NUMBER OF PANELS  
12

**CAMPER SHOES RETAIL BOUTIQUE**  
LOCATION  
New York, New York  
SERIES  
10’ G2 Slide & Stack Glass Wall System with Integrated Terrace Door  
GLAZING  
1” Solarban Insulated Tempered  
FINISH  
Custom “White Satin”  
GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE  
760 sq. ft  
NUMBER OF PANELS  
12
THE WHITMAN DINER
LOCATION
Blackwood, New Jersey
SERIES
10’ Mid Wall G2 Slide & Stack Glass Wall Systems and Aluminum Curtain Walls
GLAZING
1” LoE 272 Insulated Tempered
FINISH
Class I Clear Anodized
GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE
159 sq. ft
NUMBER OF PANELS
9

MILESTONES RESTAURANT
LOCATION
Markham, Ontario, Canada
SERIES
8’ G2 Thermal Slide & Stack Glass Wall System with Terrace Door
GLAZING
1” LoE 272 Insulated Tempered
FINISH
AAMA 2603 Black
GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE
187 sq. ft
NUMBER OF PANELS
5
NEW ENGLAND CARPENTERS TRAINING CENTER  
PROJECT ID 14-02-336

LOCATION  
Dorchester, Massachusetts

SERIES  
7” G2 Nonthermal Slide & Stack Glass Wall System

GLAZING  
1/4” Clear Tempered Monolithic

FINISH  
Class I Clear Anodized

GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE  
932 sq. ft

NUMBER OF PANELS  
28

FRENCH CREEK COUNTRY CLUB  
PROJECT ID 16-02-279

LOCATION  
Elverson, Pennsylvania

SERIES  
10’ G3 Thermal Slide & Stack Glass Wall Systems with Ogee Grids

GLAZING  
1” LoE 272 Insulated Tempered

FINISH  
Interior - AAMA 2603 Bronze  
Exterior - AAMA 2603 Sandstone

GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE  
529 sq. ft

NUMBER OF PANELS  
13
**545 N MCCLURG APARTMENTS**

**PROJECT ID**
13-08-293

**LOCATION**
Chicago, Illinois

**SERIES**
12’ G3 Thermal No Post Slide & Stack Glass Wall System

**GLAZING**
1” Clear Insulated Tempered

**FINISH**
Custom “Renaissance Silver”

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
978 sq. ft

**NUMBER OF PANELS**
18

---

**GRAND BOHEMIAN HOTEL**

**PROJECT ID**
14-03-468

**LOCATION**
Birmingham, Alabama

**SERIES**
10’ G2 Slide & Stack Glass Wall Systems

**GLAZING**
1” Clear Insulated Tempered

**FINISH**
AAMA 2603 Bronze

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
336 sq. ft

**NUMBER OF PANELS**
14
## LORD & TAYLOR

**LOCATION**
Syracuse, New York

**SERIES**
10’ G2 Nonthermal Slide & Stack Glass Wall System

**GLAZING**
1/4” Clear Monolithic Tempered

**FINISH**
Dark Bronze Anodized

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
300 sq. ft

**NUMBER OF PANELS**
8

## CINCINNATI REDS STADIUM

**LOCATION**
Cincinnati, Ohio

**SERIES**
9’ 148° No Post G2 Slide & Stack Glass Wall Systems

**GLAZING**
1” Clear Insulated Tempered

**FINISH**
Class I Clear Anodized

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
385 sq ft

**NUMBER OF PANELS**
12